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SUMMARY
Five spacing experiments with potatoes (variety Alpha) in which the size of set and the
number of plants were varied are discussed. There appears to exist a close relation between
the number of stems per unit of soil surface and the yield and in case of wide planting
also between the number of stems per seed tuber and the skin surface of the seed. Consequently there is a close relation between the yield and the total skin surface of the tubers
planted and the more so if the size distribution of the harvest is included by expressing
yield also in surface area of skin.
This latter relation is to a large extent independent of the size of set. However, the
largest size appears to be inferior to the smaller sizes, because such a large number
of stems develop from one potato that a yield depression due to the irregular distribution
of the stems on the field results.
The current opinion that small seed is inferior to large seed is proved to be incorrect
for the variety Alpha; this apart from practical arguments in favour of sets of medium size.
A theoretical background for the interpretation of spacing experiments is given.
The authors are indebted to Mr. D. A. BOYD and Mr. W. J. LESSELLS (Rothamsted Experimental Station, England) for their critical remarks on a draft of this paper.
INTRODUCTION

The quantity of potato seed planted per hectare depends on the row width,
the spacing of the sets within the row and the size of the seed. The width of
the rows in the Netherlands,varyingfrom 50—70 cm,issupposed tobe determined to such an extent by the wheel spacing of tractors and implements and hy
management methods, that this width was not varied in our experiments, but
kept at an average distance of 60 cm.
Concerning size of set there appears to be considerable confusion as to the
suitability of small seed. REESTMAN (1953) came to the conclusion that the use
of small seed may be economically justified, but in practice small seed of
25—28 mm is considered inferior to larger seed. This opinion in mainly based
on the markedly slow development during the earlier stages of growth and the
suppositionthatplants of smallseedsareat thebeginningof growthmore affected
by adverse conditions.
BOYD and LESSELLS (1954) studied the relation between seed rate expressed in
weight per soil surface unit and yield and came to the conclusion that for
practical purposes this relation is independent of the size of set, although small
sizes planted at the same weight rate showed a distinct advantage. This first
conclusion was not corroborated by the practical experience of one of us.
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The effect of distance within the rows at a row width of 60 cm and of size of
set on yield was investigated on five field expriments with the variety Alpha of
which two were harvested at two dates ; details being given in the caption
of figure 5. The diameter of the seed was 25—28 mm, 35—45 mm and 45—60 mm
(resp. > 45 mm) and the seeds were planted at a rate of 400, 600, 800, 1000 and,
on experiment CI 2256 also 1200 sets per are (1 hectare = 100 are).
The experiments were carried out according a block design with three replicates and with plots of about 10 m 2 . As an analysis of variance is of small use,
only results averaged over the three replicates are given.
Several aspects of the spacing problem are illustrated by the data of experiment PAW 143, 1st harvest, whereas only the main data for the other experiments
are given.
YIELD, NUMBER OF PLANTS AND WEIGHT OF SEEDS

The relations between the yield of the tubers expressed in kg/are and the
number of plants for experiment PAW 143, 1st harvest, is given in figure l a for
the set-sizes 25—28 mm, 35—45mm and 45—60 mm. The yield appears to depend
to a large extent on the size of the seed, although at high rates of the larger sets
the effect of size of set seems small. Indeed, on first sight, small set seems to be
inferior to large set.
BOYD and LESSEIXS (1954) related the yield not with the plant number but with
the total weight of planted seeds, a relation which for the same data is represented
in figure l b .
The arrangement of the three separate curves is such that they may form three
parts of one main relation between seed weight and yield. BOYD and LESSEIXS
showed by statistical analyses that this is not the case, but that the effect
of weight of seed on yield is larger when the spacing is varied than when the
size of set is varied, a result which was corroborated by an analysis of experikg/or«
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ments in which both were varied independently. Inother words, theyield effect
of 1 kg seed is the largest for the smallest set.
On the other hand, they concluded that for practical purposes the effect of
seed size ontherelation between yield and seed weight can be neglected. This
seems nottobethecaseforourexperiments buta definite conclusion cannotbe
arrived atsince thereisnotsufficient overlap ofcurves andthere isno theoretical
background which enables an extrapolation of fitted curves, asyet.
As for experiment CI 2256, a series was included where the seed consisted
out of pieces, cut from potatoes with a diameter of 45—60mm,so as to beof
about the same weight as potatoes with a diameter of 25—28 mm. The yield
of this series was, aswill be seen later, considerably lower than theyield ofthe
series with seed of the size 25—28 mm.It was mainly for this reason that we
tried to find another measure than seed weight for the seed rate of potatoes.
YIELD AND NUMKEB OF STEMS

On all experimental plots the number of stems were counted in the middle
of the season. Amain stem is a stem sprouting directly from the seed. Such a
main stem mayalready branch below the soilsurface. Asforthevariety "Alpha"
in our experiments, this branching below the soil surface hardly occurred.
The relation between yieldinkg/are andthenumber of main stems perareis
given in figure 2a for experiment PAW 143,1st harvest. There is now some
overlap andit appears that, asfar astheexperiment goes, there is small reason
to suppose that the curves for the three sizes of setarenota part of one main
curve. This conclusion is corroborated by the results of the other experiments.
Obviously thenumber of stems isa measure of some sorts fortheplant density.
Unfortunately thenumber of stems is,as the yield itself, a result of the experiment andnot of large practical importance as long as it is notknown howthe
number of stems depends on seed number and size of set, stage of dormancy
and conditions during emergence.
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FIG. 3 P A W 143, 1st HARVEST.
T H E RELATION BETWEEN NUMBER OF STEMS PER SEED AND THE DIAMETER, SURFACE
AND VOLUME ON A RELATIVE SCALE OF THE SEEDS WHEN PLANTED WIDE APART.

A rough survey of the available data showed that, under otherwise the same
conditions the number of stems depends on plant number and size of set. There
existed, at least at relatively low seed rates, a linear relation between the number
of stems and the number of planted sets which enabled to calculate the number
of stems, sprouting from one tuber of a given size, when planted wide apart
from other tubers. As for experiment PAW 143 these numbers appearad to be
2.1, 4.4 and 6.8 stems per seed for set-sizes of 25—28 mm, 34—45 mm and45—
60 mm, respectively.
This number is in figure 3 plotted against the average diameter, the surface
area of skin and the volume of the tubers, which three characteristics are placed
along the horizontal axis on a relative scale. The method of estimating volume,
surface area and diameter of the seeds is given further on.
The results indicate that there is a linear relation between the number of stems
per tuber (planted wide) and the surface area of the skin of the tubers, a result
which is again confirmed by the data of other experiments where a linear
relation existed between plant number and number of stems. The actual number
of stems per unit of skin surface is of course not the same for the different
experiments because this number depends to a large extent on the pre-treatment
of the seeds and growing conditions in the earlier stages.
YIELD, SIZE DISTRIBUTION AND SURFACE AREA OF SKIN

Taking in account the reasonably close relation between yield and number
of stems, it must be concluded that it is worthwhile to express the seed rate
as the total skin surface of the tubers and not as the total weight per unit
surface of the field.
It is well known that the percentage of smaller tubers in the yield increases
with increasing plant density. Consequently, accounting for the distribution of
tuber sizes in the harvested crop, it is logical to express the size distribution of
the tubers in the harvest as the m 2 of skin surface per kg of potatoes. The yield
is to be expressed in m 2 of skin surface per are (mVare), which is calculated by
multiplying the yield in kg per are and the skin surface in m 2 per kg.
,,
The surface area of skin is estimated as follows. The yield was passed over
riddels of 28,35,45and sometimes 55mm and the weight and number of tubers
of each size of set was recorded. The average weight of the potatoes within
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each size was calculated from the data and, supposing the specific weight to
be 1 08S the average volume of the potatoes of each size.
It may be supposed, that the tubers of the variety Alpha are spherical and
giv n this volumeP this enables to calculate the surface of skin and the diameter
of the potatoes. The estimated diameters of potatoes within the set-sizes 25-28,
28 S5 35-45 45-55 45-60 mm and larger than 45 mm are 2.7, 3.4, 4.45, Ö.6,
S Ä 5.85l n 5 T h ; calculated diametJs are so large ^ £ j £ £ £
undoubtedly biassed, a bias which may due to a wrong estimate of the average
Ipedfic gravity or to the simplifying assumption that the tubers are spherical.
S W S purposes and asa relative measure these estimates may do

T r a k t i o n between the surface area ofskinplanted in mVare and theyield
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although it will be shown later on that it is significant and of some practical
importance.
A THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
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and some other crops ( D E W I T and ENNINK, 1958 ; D E W I T , 1959 ; D E W I T ,
in prep.).
I t is proved ( D EW I T , in prep.) that equation (2) is a modified form of the
PEABL-VEBHULST equation for logistic population growth and that by combining
equation (1) and (2), a modified form of the LOTKA-VOLTERBA equations on interspecific competition is obtained. Equation (2) is of course also one the equations
which is often used to describe the effect of a growth factor on yield.
Formula (2) may be rewritten in the following way :

ß + s= ßQ Oy*

(3)

so that a straight line is obtained if the inverse of the yield per surface unit is
plotted against s or the inverse of the seed rate.
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The inverse of the yield and seed rate^or-experiment PAW 143, 1st harvest,
both expressed in are surface of soil per square meter skin surface (are/m 2 ) are
plotted against each other in figure 4. T h e observations appear to b e arranged
indeed around a straight line, irrespective of the size of set. It is easily understood
that the value of Û expressed in mV a r e is equal to the inverse of the distance
between the origin and the intersection of the line with the vertical axis and ß,
expressed in are/m 2 , equal to the distance between the origin and the intersection with the horizontal axis, whereas cotg y is equal to ß Q or the yield of a
single plant unit, the seeds being widely spaced.
It is perfectly understood that this graphical treatment is not completely sound
from a statistical point of view, but any disadvantages may be overcome by
plotting the data also as is done in figure 2b and check for the course of the
resulting curve.
THE BESULTS OF FIVE EXPEBIMENTS

The results of the five experiments are graphically repreisented in figure 5
and 6. The observations are, irrespective of size of set reasonably well arranged
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around straight lines, althought it may be that the crosses which concern the
largest size of set are situated somewhat above the average. The cause of this
small, but significant deviation will be discussed later on.
The data of experiment PAW 142 and 143 refer to one harvest at the end of
July and another harvest at the beginning of October. In both cases of the value
of ß and Q, both, are smaller for the first harvest. The curves for experiment
PAW 142, as calculated by means of the constants ß and Q are represented in
figure 7a in a more customary way, with the yield in m 2 /are along the vertical
axisand the seed rate in m 2 /are along the horizontal axis. The yields, expressed
aspercentages of theyield at a seed rate of 10rnVare are represented by curves
1 and 2 in figure 7b for the 2nd and 1st harvest. The percentage effect of
increasing plant rate on yield appears to be the highest for the first harvest.
An example of the course of ß and Q throughout the season cannot be given
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because no periodic harvests of a spacing experiment with potatoes are available.
It was, however, possible to calculate this course for sugar beets ( D EW I T , in
prep.) from the result of an experiment of VAN GINNEKEN (1934). This course is
represented in figure 8; the crosses and the full line concern the value of ß and
the open dots and thebroken line the value of Q. It appears that Q increases up
to the e n d of the growing season, but that ß remains constant from the middle
of August onwards. The value of ß appears to be closely correlated with the leaf

FIG. 7

a T H E RELATION BETWEEN YEELD (VERT.) AND SEED RATE (HOR.) BOTH EXPRESSED IN
M V A R E FOR TWO HARVEST DATES (SUMMER AND AUTUMN) AS CALCULATED F R O M
THE STRAIGHT LINES IN FIGURE 5 C .
b

T H E RELATION BETWEEN SEED RATE AND YIELD EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE O F
THE YIELD AT A SEED RATE O F 10 M V A R E FOR VALUES O F 8 EQUAL TO 0.98,
0.67, 0.30 AND 0.10 A R E / M 2 .

T H E CURVES (1) AND (2) HOLD FOR P A W
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142, 2nd AND 1st HARVEST.
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weight per plant (averaged overall spacings), which isrepresented inthe figure
by full dots. Atsome earlier stage, when the plants were very small, thevalue
of ßmust have been practically zero.
In view oftheabove results, itmust be supposed also for potatoes that in the
first part of the growing season, ß increases rapidly with time, but remains
practically constant atsome later stage. Astage, where only the tubers gainin
weight, but theplant does not occupy more space. Thevalue ofßmaybevery
low, where producers ofseed orearly potatoes harvest atavery early stage.
The percentage effects of spacing on yield forß equal to0.3 are/m 2and
0.10 are/m 2 , calculated asan example, are represented bythecurves 3 and4
in figure 7b. Itis seen that for lowvalues ofß this percentage effect increases
veryrapidly with decreasing ß, sothat theimportance ofdense plantingfor seed
producers must bestressed.Itisworthwhile toharvest some spacing experiments
at intervals in order toobtain more information onthequantitative aspectsof
this effect.
Asforexperiment CI 2256aseries with pieces ofpotatoes ofthesame weight
of whole tubers ofset25—28mm,but cutfrom potatoes of size 45—60mm was
included. If the weight of the pieces: should determine theyield, theyieldof
these pieces should bethesame astheyield forwhole tubers of thesizeof
25—28mm.If,on the other hand, the surface area ofskin determines the yield,
the yield ofthepieces shouldbesmaller, because thesurface areaofskin ofeach
piece isonly about half that ofawhole tuber ofset-size 25—28 mm.
The results oftheexperiment are given infigure 6.The surface area of skin
of theseries with cutpieces is estimated bymultiplying the surface ofthe large
potatoes bythevolume ratioofthesmall andlarge potatoes.Itappears thatthe
yield of thecutpieces is lower than theyield of potatoes within thesizeof
25—28 mm, and that toan extent asmaybe estimated from thereductionof
surface area of skin.
Likewise the number of stems were 1.7perpiece and2.6pertuber of size
25-28 mm.
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T H E DISADVANTAGE O F IRREGULAR D I S T R I B U T I O N O F S T E M S

It has been shown that the relation between seed rate and yield, both expressed
in m 2 of skin surface per are, isin first approximation independent of thesize
of set, although there is some indication that theyield from plots planted with
large tubers is lower than theyield from plots planted with medium andsmall
tubers, both being planted atthesame skin surface rate.
The inverse values of the yields of the experiments are averaged to obtain
an average relation between the inverse ofthe yield and the space per plant unit,
both expressed in are/m 2 . The resulting values areplotted in the graphof
figure 9a. The observations for each size of set produce linear relationships
very neatly, butit appears nowclearly that therelation between planted and
yielded surface depends to some extent ontheset-size. Thesame relations are
represented infigure 9 b in a more customary way. . , , . , , .
The value of Q is the same for all three sizes of set. The values of ß are;"
however, 0.93, 0.80 and0.63 are/m 2 fortheset-sizes 25—28mm, 35—45mm and
45—60mm, respectively. Hence, thespace which is occupied by plants growing
from one unit ofskin surface of small tubers, planted wide apart, islarger than
the space occupied by plants growing from one unit of skin surface of large
tubers, planted wide apart. Onthe other hand, it is found, asmaybe sçen in
figure 2a, that theyield per main stem from large tubers is also smaller.
The relatively lowyield from fields planted with large sets is therefore not
due toa relatively lownumber of stems per unit skin surface. Apparently, it
makes some difference whether the stems are developing in groups of five to
ten, asisthe caseonplots planted with large tubers oringroups of one to three
as isthecase onplots planted with small tubers. Thestems appear nottobe
able toovercome this disadvantage of irregular distribution.
It istobe expected that this difference between large and small setdisappears
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if thelarge tubers arecutinto pieces and these pieces are distributed regularly
within therow.It isread inthefigure that theyield from large seed planted at
a rate of 4 mVare increases from about 42mVare to 45.5 mVare if this seed
shouldbecutinpieceshavingaskin surface equaltothose ofthe sets25—28mm,
that isin five pieces.An experiment onthis effect of cutting will be carriedout,
although it isrealised that cutting large seeds isprobably notworth the trouble
under European conditions.
The distance of the tubers in the row,planted at a rate of 1000sets per are
is 16.7cm.Theyield of large tubers planted at this rate is lower than theyield
of small tubers planted at the same skin surface rate, so that a distance of
16.7 cmis, in spite of the large reserve of large tubers, too wide. Hence, the
current rowwidth of 60cm must lead also to a yield depression which cannot
overcome by dense planting within therow. Especially asfar asseed production
isconcerned,itmaybethat husbandry methods areatpresent toomuch governed
by thelimitations of existing machinery.
THE SEE DISTRIBUTION

The effect of yield on the size distribution is represented in figure 10; the
size distribution along the vertical axis being expressed in m 2 of skin surface
per kgof potatoes and theyield along thehorizontal axis in m 2of skin surface
per are. The relation appears to be independent of the size of set. The skin
surface per unit weight increases with increasing yield due to dense planting,
so that the yield in mVare may still be increased by increasing the seed rate
in a region where the yield expressed in kg/are does hardly increase.
The yield in kg/ha maybe calculated from the yield in m 2 /are by dividing
thelatterbythevalueread alongthevertical axisoffigure 10.This isof practical
importance, since potatoes are sold by weight.
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The number of sets per are necessary to obtain an arbitrary surface of skin
are given in figure 9b in auxiliary scales for the three sizes of set. It is read here
that to obtain a surface area of 5 m 2 / a r e requires about 500 large tubers, but
about 2200 small tubers per are. Existing machinery is not very well suited to
planting such a large number of potato sets, so that farmers who use small sets,
generally plant too few.
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